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Abstract

Temporal Knowledge Graphs (TKGs), a temporal extension of Knowledge Graphs
where facts are contextualized by time information, have received increasing
attention in the temporal graph learning community. In this short paper we focus
on TKGs where the temporal contexts are time intervals, and address the time
prediction problem in the forecasting setting. We propose both a system architecture
for addressing the task and a benchmarking methodology.

1 Introduction

Temporal Knowledge Graphs (TKGs) are a means of representing temporally contextualized knowl-
edge. While (static) Knowledge Graphs are a set of facts showing relations between entities, e.g.
(Alice, Employed, CompanyA), TKGs are a set of facts associated with the time context in which
they are true, e.g. (Alice, Employed, CompanyA)@[2018, 2023]. The time context can be time
points (Point-based TKGs) or time intervals (Interval-based TKGs, ITKGs in short) [1].

One of the main machine learning tasks on TKGs is time prediction, where the goal is to predict
the temporal context for a given triple (a time interval in the case of ITKGs). A setting commonly
considered in TKG prediction tasks is the forecasting setting [2], where the model takes as input
historical data and makes predictions about the future. As we will highlight in the next section,
systems have been developed for time prediction on ITKGs, but to the best of our knowledge not in
the forecasting setting. Our main contributions are as follows.

• We propose a system architecture, TKGMixer, for addressing the time prediction task on
ITKGs in the forecasting setting. Our architecture is inspired by GraphMixer [3]—a simple
yet effective architecture introduced for graph learning.

• We describe a methodology for constructing relevant benchmarks, by specifying the evalua-
tion metric and how to construct a training ITKG and test examples from a given ITKG.

This paper discusses work in progress and does not cover experimental results.

2 Related Work

Many systems have been introduced for prediction tasks on TKGs as well as temporal graphs in
general, addressing a series of tasks and settings[4]. Most of the TKG learning systems operate on
point-based TKGs[1], with notable exeptions being TA-DISTMULT [5], HyTE [6], TIMEPLEX [7],
TIME2BOX [8], and TILP [9]. Of these methods, TIMEPLEX [7] and TIME2BOX [8] are the most
relevant systems to our current work, as they address the time prediction task on ITKGs, i.e. they can
predict time intervals for given facts. Yet, they do not do so in the forecasting setting[2]. They are
designed to output time intervals, and they both use the greedy coalescing method [7] to construct
such intervals. This method works as follows. First, assuming the model can provide a score for
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a temporal fact (s, r, o)@t, the probability P (t | s, r, o) is computed from the scores across the set
of candidate timepoints by using softmax. Then, the predicted interval is constructed iteratively
starting from the timepoint with the highest probability and greedily adding timepoints to the left or
to the right until the total probability of the interval exceeds a given treshold.

While not introduced for TKGs but for other types of temporal graphs, GraphMixer[3] is a relevant
architecture to this work as we draw inspiration from some of its components. GraphMixer is a
conceptually simple yet effective architecture which consists of mainly three modules: a link encoder
that creates node representations based on the nodes’ recent history of interactions, a node encoder
which aggregates neighborhood information, and a link classifier which uses the output from the
encoders. It also employs a simple time encoding function which was shown empirically[3] to lead to
more stability in training as opposed to trainable time encoding alternatives.

3 Problem Formalisation

In this section, we formalise the problem we want to address: prediction of the next time interval
for a given triple. We generally adopt the formalisation of this prediction function fnext-int from Pop
and Kostylev [1], and simplify it by concentrating on the setting with integer timeline Z and no type
triples. Additionally to the existing formalisation[1] we also to deal with unbounded intervals.

Let R be a finite set of relations, and let E be an infinite set of entities, also known as constants.
We are interested in (non-empty and possibly unbounded) intervals over timepoints Z of one of the
following forms, for timepoints t1, t2: [t1, t2] with t1 ≤ t2, [t1,∞), (−∞, t2], and (−∞,∞). When
the exact form is not important, we may write ‘⟨s1’ instead of ‘[t1’ and ‘(−∞’ and ‘s2⟩’ instead of
‘t2]’ and ‘∞)’. A fact is a triple of the form (e1, r, e2), where e1, e2 ∈ E and r ∈ R, and a temporal
fact is λ@ρ, where λ is a fact and ρ is an interval. An interval-based temporal knowledge graph
(ITKG) is a set of temporal facts. An ITKG G is in normal form if there are no λ@ρ1 and λ@ρ2 in G
with ρ1 ∩ ρ2 ̸= ∅; in what follows, we silently concentrate on ITKGs in normal form. For an ITKG
G, let Rels(G) and Consts(G) denote the relations and entities appearing in G, respectively, and let
Sig(G) = Rels(G) ∪ Const(G). The past subgraph G≤t of an ITKG G for a timepoint t contains
every fact of the form λ@⟨s1,min(t, s2)] for which there is a fact λ@⟨s1, s2⟩ ∈ G. In this case, we
call G a temporal completion of G≤t.

Given an ITKG G≤t and a triple λ over Sig(G≤t), and assuming existence of the most probable
temporal completion G of G≤t, the next interval function fnext-int(G≤t, λ) returns

– λ@[t+ 1, s2⟩ if there is λ@⟨s1, s2⟩ ∈ G with s1 ≤ t < s2,
– λ@[t1, s2⟩ if λ@[t1, s2⟩ ∈ G, t1 > t, and t1 is the smallest timepoint with this property,
– ∅ otherwise.

4 Method

We want to learn an approximation of function fnext-int(G≤t, λ). To do so, we first model the
probability P (t+ | G≤t, λ, t) for each future time point t+ > t, given the graph up to the current
time point t and a triple of interest λ, as a soft boolean classifier trained on appropriately prepared
examples extracted from a training ITKG, and then use this probability to construct the intervals.

4.1 Classifier Architecture

Our goal is to design a simple architecture. In order to model the probability P (t+ | G≤t, λ, t),
we construct representations for the fact λ (entities and relation) and for the time of interest t+,
concatenate these representations and pass them as input to an MLP g with sigmoid activation.
We do this for both (e1, r, e2) and the fact with the inverse role r−, i.e. (e2, r−, e1), and compute
the average. Thus, assuming that we have ve1,t, ve2,t, vr and ve1,t be vectorial representations
of e1, e2, r and r−, and that z is a function which encodes time points into vectors, we have
P (t+|G≤t, (e1, r, e2), t) = (g([ve1,t||vr||ve2,t||z(t− t+)]) + g([ve2,t||vr− ||ve1,t||z(t− t+)]))/2.

For the time encoding function z : R → Rdtime we use z(t) = cos(tω) for the vector ω =

[α−(i−1)/α]dtime
i=1 with α =

√
dtime. The definition of the time encoding function z follows from
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(a) History-based entity representation

(b) Time interval
construction

Figure 1: a) The representation ve1,t is constructed based on the history of interactions of e1 formed
of the most recent 3 facts (assume t1 ≤ t2 < t3 ≤ ...t10 ≤ t, hence why (e1, r1, e2)@[t1, t2] is
not considered). b) The time interval [t+ 3, t+ 8] is constructed when M = 12 (the probabilities
P (t+|G≤t, λ, t) are considered for t+ ∈ [t, t+ 12]). The dashed line symbolizes the thresholding.

GraphMixer[3] which we chose due to its empirical training stability[3]. Our entity representation
computation is also based on GraphMixer[3], on the link-encoder module to be more exact, which
we chose due to its simplicity. In order to adapt it for ITKGs we encoded two time points instead of
one and also encoded the relations. We cover the details of our adaptation in the next paragraphs.
For relations, since we consider the set of relations fixed, we simply learn embeddings, that is, for
relation r, vr is a learnable (for the whole ITKG) embedding of a fixed size drel.

For a given entity e and time point t, we construct their vector representation ve,t using the history of
interactions, as shown in Figure 1a. We concentrate on the temporal facts that e has been recently part
of, as the facts most relevant for predictions about e after t. Let, for a hyper-parameter k ∈ N, Gk

e,t
be the maximal set of at most k most recent temporal facts in G≤t that mention e; here, a temporal
fact λ@⟨s1, t2] ∈ G is more recent than a fact λ′@⟨s′1, t′2] if t2 > t′2. Then, let k-bounded history
Historyk(e, t) of e relative to t be the set

{(r, s∗1, t2) | (e, r, e′)@⟨s1, t2] ∈ Gk
e,t} ∪ {(r−, s∗1, t2) | (e′, r, e)@⟨s1, t2] ∈ Gk

e,t},

where r− is the inverse of a role r, and s∗1 is s1 if s1 ∈ Z and the smallest integer mentioned in G≤t

otherwise. Then, we encode each (r, t1, t2) ∈ Historyk(e, t) by first encoding relation or inverse r,
and timepoints t1 and t2 into vectors vr, vt1 and vt2 of fixed sizes, and then concatenating them
to a vector hr,t1,t2 = [vr||vt1 ||vt2 ], where vt1 = z(t − t1) and vt2 = z(t − t2). We then stack
the representations hr,t1,t2 together, in the descending order of t2, t1, r (using an arbitrary but fixed
order for r), to obtain a matrix He,t ∈ Rd×k, where d = drel + 2dtime; if |Historyk(e, t)| < k then
the missing values in He,t are set to 0. Once we have He,t, we process it with an MLPMixer [10]
transformation (as in GraphMixer [3]) to obtain matrix H′

e,t of the same dimensions.1 More con-
cretely, for layer normalisation function LayerNorm [11] and activation function GELU [12], we
first apply applying a 2-layer MLP to each column of X = LayerNorm(He,t) to obtain matrix U
by setting U∗,j = X∗,j + W2GELU(W1X∗,j) for each j = 1, . . . , k. Then we apply a 2-layer
MLP to each row of Y = LayerNorm(U) by setting (H′

e,t)i,∗ = Yi,∗ +W4GELU(W3Yi,∗) for
each i = 1, . . . , d. Matrices W1 ∈ Rdcol×d, W2 ∈ R1×dcol , W3 ∈ Rdrow×d and W4 ∈ R1×drow are
learnable matrices with fixed dcol and drow. Finally, we compute the representation ve,t of e at time t
by averaging H′

e,t along the rows.

4.2 Classifier Training

To train our classifier, we assume that it receives a training ITKG Gtrain as input, from which we
generate n positive and n negative examples ((G≤ti , λi, ti, t

+
i ), yi), for i = 1, . . . 2n, where G≤ti

is the past subgraph of Gtrain for a timepoint ti, λi and t+i > ti are a fact and a timepoint to predict
for, and yi ∈ {0, 1} is the golden truth. We propose to sample positive and negative examples in the
following way.

To generate positive examples, we first sample several timepoints between the minimal and maximal
integer timepoints mentioned in Gtrain. Then, for each such t, we construct the past graph G≤t and
sample several facts λ such that fnext-int(G≤t, λ) ̸= ∅. Finally, we sample several timepoints t+

from fnext-int(G≤t, λ), thus arriving to a set of positive examples ((G≤t, λ, t, t
+), 1). We select the

numbers of samples to ensure that the overall number of generated examples is n.
1We also plan to experiment with other ways to get H′

e,t, such as using He,t directly or applying an MLP to it.
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As for negative examples, we generate two types of such examples: examples with facts that are
represented among positive ones, and examples with facts not mentioned in Gtrain. For the first type,
we sample n/2 positive examples from the constructed set and, for each ((G≤t, λ, t, t

+), 1) of these
samples, take ((G≤t, λ, t, t

−), 0), where t− > t is sampled from the outside of all ρ with λ@ρ ∈
Gtrain, with higher probability closer to the endpoints of fnext-int(G≤t, λ); if fnext-int(G≤t, λ) =
[t+ 1,∞) (i.e., when such a t− does not exist) we repeat with another sample of a positive example.
For the second type, we again sample n/2 positive examples. We sample triples λ over Sig(G) but
which do not appear in G, and we sample time points t+ between the minimal and maximal time
points in the training set.

Having these examples, we can train our classifier in a standard supervised manner using the log loss
1
n

∑n
i=1

[
yi log(P (t+i | G≤ti , λi, ti)) + (1− yi) log(1− P (t+i | G≤ti , λi, ti))

]
.

4.3 Time Interval Construction

Our approach to construct our model of fnext-int(G≤t, λ) from the predicted probabilities
P̄ (t+ | G≤t, λ, t) with t+ > t is inspired by the greedy coalescing method [7]. However, con-
trary to this method, we do not use softmax for candidate timepoints, thus avoiding an assumption
that the timepoints are mutually exclusive; moreover, our method is able to output ∅.

Formally, we proceed as follows. First, we convert the soft binary classification P̄ (t+ | G≤t, λ, t)
for each individual t+ to a hard binary classification using a threshold, which is a hyperparameter.
Then we compute the prediction of the resulting classifier for each t+ ∈ [t+ 1,M ], where M ∈ N is
deduced from the training data. Finally, we set the prediction as ∅ if all the predictions are negative;
otherwise as the interval [t+1 , s

+
2 ⟩, where t+1 is the smallest t+ with positive prediction, and s+2 is

either the largest timepoint t′ in [t+1 , t+ tmax] such that the prediction for all timepoints in [t+1 , t
′] is

positive if t′ < tmax, or ∞ otherwise. Figure 1b exemplifies our method for M = 12.

5 Benchmarking

To the best of our knowledge, there are no benchmarks addressing our problem. Hence, in this section
we describe a method how to construct such a benchmark from a given ITKG G (eg. YAGO11k,
Wikidata12k[6]). Such a benchmark is a triple (Gtrain, Dtest, feval) that consists of a training ITKG
Gtrain (which can be processed by a model as desired for training), a test dataset Dtest of examples
of the form (x, y) with input x and golden-truth output y, and an evaluation metric feval which
computes a single score for the benchmark by comparing the golden-truth outputs y from Dtest with
the predicted outputs ȳ when the model of interest is applied on the corresponding inputs x.

We construct Gtrain, Dtest, and feval from G as follows. First, we pick a time point tsplit so that
|G≤tsplit | is roughly 70% of |G| and let Gtrain be G≤tsplit . Then, we let Dtest consist of two types of
examples, both based on the ITKG G′ = G \Gtrain (such split is in spirit of other benchmarks for the
forecasting setting [13]). First, it has a larger proportion of examples of the form of an input-output
pair (G′

≤t, λ), fnext-int(G
′
≤t, λ)), where t is random timepoint sampled between tsplit and the maximal

integer mentioned in G′, and λ is a random fact mentioned in G′. Second, a smaller proportion of
examples are of the form (G′

≤t, λ
′), ∅), where t is taken from a random example of the first type, and

λ′ is a random fact not mentioned in G′ over Sig(G).

Finally, as feval we average gaeIOU [8] scores for the golden-truth y and predicted ȳ intervals for
input x across all examples (x, y) in Dtest. Before applying this metric we assume a transformation
such that +∞ is replaced with a very large timepoint (ensuring the metric is always defined).

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we introduced a system for future time interval prediction on ITKGs by extensively
adapting the GraphMixer[3] architecture and providing an alternative method to the greedy coalescing
methodology for the addressed task. Yet, we mainly discussed the transductive setting. We believe
the introduced model should have inductive capabilities (as the representation does not depend on the
constants, only on their interractions). We therefore plan to also design an inductive benchmark for
this task. We will then empirically evaluate our system in both the transductive and inductive setting.
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